
More media muscle for Retail 
Brands
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The Benchmark Series:
Cross Channel Interaction



Cross-channel Synergy Effect

Optimising channel multiplier effects 
for greater impact



This report is powered by a meta analysis of Kantar’s 
CrossMedia database



Underpinning this report is…



This report includes 4 industry 
verticals….
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Media-driven brand impact



Solus media effects and 
interaction effects 
between media



An introduction to solus vs 
interaction effects…

Solus 
Impact

Interaction 
Impact

Interaction accounts for ~42% of all impact and even more so for bottom of the 
funnel metrics and performance based campaigns. 



TV delivers strong impact on its own but also sets up other 
media to perform 



The contribution that solus vs interaction effects have can 
then be compared across channels to provide insight into 
how they best operate in driving effectiveness



Driving top of 
funnel brand 
awareness
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For brand building awareness campaigns, Total TV’s impact 
is even greater than the next best channel, and the ratio of 
impact derived from solus is extreme



The top 2 performing channels for building brand awareness 
have dramatically different reliance on other media…
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Driving bottom of 
funnel brand 
consideration
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For brand conversion the best performing media differ to those 
that drive awareness.  The one constant however, is Total TV 
which again generates the strongest impact



Apart from Total TV, other best performing media for brand 
conversion (Social, OOH, Radio) all heavily rely on other media 
to derive their effectiveness
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What differences do 
we see by sector?
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What are the best media 
combinations for each 
sector at building 
interaction effects?











More muscle for your media



With thanks
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